
About me – PhD student in Mechanical Engineering, 8 years of web development 
experience
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Not suggesting that you try this… but by the end of this course you should have the 
skills you need to make this possible.
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This is what many employers say. Not necessarily to find dirt- maybe just to find out 
about research, etc…
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By not having a strong web presence (or any web presence), you are hurting yourself 
in two ways… denying information, and risking bad information coming up in its place
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Not judging adult novel heros, twitter users, or lawyers- but this isn’t exactly the first 
impression I want to make… So why else build a website?
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Having a website makes you appear professional
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Stand out
Everyone has a LinkedIn account. Everyone has a resume. Now instead of just saying
on your resume “yeah I do this”, you can actually show them
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Have a permanent online hub
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Give people a “one-stop shop” for information about you
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Learn a new skill that will help you later in life, and potentially make you more 
attractive to employers
Various collateral benefits, will mention later
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Cornell study
Almost 60% of people don’t make it past the first link. 
95% of people do not click past the first page.
You might be able to explain this by search engines putting relevant content 
first…
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But people have clearly been trained to only look at the first three results 
(very good reason behind this by the way- people don’t really want to have to 
consider more than 3 choices)
What does this tell us? If you want to control your online image, you have to 
control the first three results (and preferably the first page) – close doesn’t cut 
it (horseshoes and hand grenades)
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You must be linked to to get noticed!
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Two reasons to choose a moniker: be consistent in how you identify yourself, and be
unique
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(Names that are difficult to spell, or have multiple spellings – Rzepczynski sure is 
unique though)
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Be sure to renew your domain or risk losing it!
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Makes your website feel more personalized
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Looks more professional than a more generic domain
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One of the first things that people see when visiting or linking into your site.
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You aren’t stuck with your domain name provider (or hosting service)
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You can change lots of things behind the scenes (email provider, hosting provider, 
etc…) and keep the same website address / email address
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Or, get them all!
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What if you want to change email providers, or your provider becomes ‘stigmatized’ 
like AOL
http://lifehacker.com/5447335/know-what-your-email-address-says-about-you
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What if you want to change email providers, or your provider becomes ‘stigmatized’ 
like AOL
http://lifehacker.com/5447335/know-what-your-email-address-says-about-you
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Two types of content, marketing and information
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People generally come to your site on a mission – figure out what that mission is and 
make it as easy as possible for them
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Make information quick and easy to find- you only have a few seconds to give users 
what they are seeking
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Somewhere between not enough contrast and two much is a happy medium
Consistency in menus, fonts, colors, etc…
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Consistency is key
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Don’t use a cannon to kill a mosquito
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Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery
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Think of your users, and how they will be viewing your site
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Things to have on your site- contact information
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CV or resume
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Picture
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Brief bio blurb
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List of research interests and projects
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Links to other online presences
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Blog (if you want)
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No text in images!
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Integrate other cool features, control your data!
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